PERSONALIZED LEARNING AT ROLLING RIDGE ELEMENTARY

The structure for meeting all our goals!

WHY?
Rolling Ridge Teachers say:

- Engaging online lessons with feedback
- Students having personal learning goals
- Constantly changing lessons and assessments geared towards student learning levels and styles

WHAT IS IT?

- Online activities without feedback
- All students having the same learning goals
- All students receiving the same instruction and assessments

WHAT IS IT NOT?

- Grades 3-5 students

WHO?

- Math Block
- Reading Block
- Homework

WHEN?

- Classroom
- Online
- Home

WHERE?

- Mrs. Marchant
  Through purposeful online lessons, students engage themselves in quality differentiated instruction.

- Mrs. Sikes
  Students own the pace of their learning with feedback and high expectations!

- Mrs. Sasher
  Students intrinsically invest in their own learning!